
FRUIT JUICE BAR BUSINESS PLAN

Professional Business Plan a Smoothie and Juice Bar in a metropolitan city.

Additionally, you can use online social marketing channels to inform customers of your grand opening and
discounts that are offered on a regular basis. As such, these businesses are able to generate substantial profits
given that there are extremely high gross margins from the sales of mixed juices and smoothies. When there
are cakes, chocolate, coffee, a juice bar turns into a slightly different type of business. The overall list of things
to need to be done to start a juice bar include: Obtaining your proper food and beverage service licensure
Securing capital via private investors or a small business loan Acquire a highly visible retail facility Acquire
juice bar equipment Select point of sale system Open a corporate bank account Develop and implement your
marketing plan. Equipment Needed to Start your Juice Bar To start your juice bar, you will need to purchase
some equipment. Once your corporate entity has been registered, you are going to need to apply for the
appropriate state and municipal licensure in order to operate your juice bar. We know that if that is put in
place, we will be able to successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the industry; they will be
more committed to help us build the business of our dreams. What could be healthier than a glass of freshly
squeezed juice? These are the areas we intend generating our startup capital; Generate part of the startup
capital from personal savings and sell of stocks Source for soft loans from family members and friends Apply
for loan from the bank N. Seasonal Changes-: You must understand that changes in seasons would affect your
revenue and you should always be adequately prepared for the off-peak periods. List down all the marketing,
promotion, and advertising activities that are essential to be done once you want to introduce your juice bar
business to the marketplace. A very good place is in a shopping mall or a grocery store. Look for a very
popular, successful juice bar and start another branch of that bar in your area. Discuss the key points for an
organized business operations and management. In view of that, our prices will conform to what is obtainable
in the industry but we will ensure that within the first 6 to 12 months our products are sold a little bit below
the average price in the United States of America. You can anticipate that it will take one to three months to
complete the work depending on whether or not the facility has been previous used for a food and beverage
business. Most people now find businesses via online channels. Aside from this, you have to think of the
platforms, mediums, and touch points that will serve as your communication lines with your audience. The
gross margins are very high and these businesses can reach profitability very quickly. Study your major
competitors and look at what they are offering and what makes them successful, then come out with
something even better. Everyone who resides in our target locations. To develop your brand and recognition
you could take part in local exhibitions, food and music festivals, sports events, and fairs. A local marketing or
advertising firm can assist you with developing and distributing these advertisements to the general public.
Maybe people want you to offer pastries, coffee or ice cream, etc. A search engine optimization firm should
also be hired so that when a person conducts a search for a local juice bar - your business appears near or at
the top of the search results. Range A juice bar menu depends, in the first place, on the concept. Another edge
is that despite reasonable startup investments, competition is quite low too. Nevertheless, you can beat your
competitors by being smarter. Aside from that, you are not expected to spend much except for paying of your
employees and the purchase of supplies. Together with every restaurant, bar, and cafe, a juice bar needs to be
located in a crowded place with high foot traffic. Additionally, if you intend to acquire a bank loan then you
will most certainly need a business plan as well. The best way to earn money One of the most obvious ways to
achieve a higher income is to sell high margin products; in our case, this means orange, grapefruit and apple
juices. Legal expenses for obtaining licenses and permits as well as the accounting services software, P.


